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Abstract
In ]Part I, time resolved studies have been carried out on
d,ynamic behaviour of atomic and ionic species in condensed

discha]?ge argon plasmas. A spectroscopic two-channel-streakcame]?a, which has been newl,y designed and constructed for the

purpose of studying the breakdown in condensed discharges of
various t, pes, enables one to trace quick motions of different

kinds of emitting species, simultaneously. In addition, this
camera with some modification is applicable to condensed discharge plasmas for time resolved studies of the line broadening.

After its applications to the hot plasmas of a linear pinch, a
tubular pinch, and a wire explosion caused b,y condensed dis-

charges, it has been proved that the camera constructed is of

good use for high temperature plasma diagnostics. Especially,
it enables one to see how diffe]rent kinds of species existent in

a hot plasma behave in different manners of their own.
Time resolved studies on laser actions have been carried

out in Part II. An extremely high current pulsed discharge tube
fÅ}lled with argon, which is 5 mm in diameter and kO cm in length,
gives four laser lines at the wavelengths of 4880, L-765, 5658 and
e A. Time resolved studies have been carried out on the
55M
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pressure effect, the voZtage effect, the impurity effect and the
high frequenc,y field eÅífect of these lines. Two diffe]rent lase]?

pulse modes have been confirmed. The p]?imary laser pulse composed
of the line 4765 of Arll, the lines 5511 and 5658 of A]?III, occurs

at the early stage of the discharge. On the other hand, the
secondary laser pulse, which consists onl.y of the line 4880 of

Arll, takes place in the afterglow of the discharge. For explanation of all the experimental results obtained, an excitation

mechanism for the line 4880 have been newly proposed. In addition, argon ion laser actions have been realized in such a plasma

as produced by a linear pineh discharge. The present observation
shows that there are no correlations between laser actions and
pinch phenomena, as long as the periods of the linear pinch dis-

charge currents are about 50 1isec. Laser actions take place only
at the beginning of the discharge in spite of its long period.
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PART X
TIM'E RESOLVED STUDIES ON DYNA"Z'IC BEHAVIOUR OF ATOMIC

AND IONIC S[PECI[ES

1 Introduction
High temperatu]?e plasmas are often produced in various ways

by means of condensed discha]?ges. They usually fall into decay
soon afte]? transient processes of ve]?y short durations. There

are commonly several kinds of ionic and neutral species in such

a short-lived plasma as produced in laboratory. Occasionally,
it seems to be inevitable that even impurity ions are present

within such a discharge plasma. Each kind of species has its
own mass, charge, and other physical properties. In addition,
condensed discharges are generally poor in reproducibility, to be

exact. Accordingiy, it may be most desirable to trace quick
motions of different kinds of emitting species simultaneousl,y, in
order to see how they behave in different manners, or how they
are in cooperation with each other, throughout a transitory life
of a high temperature plasma.
For that purpose, a spect]?oscopic two-channel-streak-camera

was made for trial. Part I is the Åíirst report about its instrumentation and some information obtained through its appications to
the condensed discharge argon plasma.
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2 S ectrosco ic Two-Channel-Etreak--Camera

The spectroscopic two-channel-streak-camera is composed of
three parts; an anastigmatic spectrograph with a plane grating and
two achromatic lenses, a streak camera with a double-hexagonal
rotating mirror, and a reflector cabinet inserted between the two

above. The spectrograph is fitted with two extt slits in place of

a plate holder. Any two picked out of all the spectral lines
emerging from a transitory plasma are admitted through the two exit
slits, whose images are both brought into focus on separate films
set in the interior oÅí the streak camera with the aid of the

reflector cabinet. An outside view of the whole, which is 50X65x
120 cm in size, is shown in Fig.n.
The anastigrnatic spectrograph consists of a collimator lens
with an ape]?ture of 60 mm and a focal distance of 100 mm, a plane
grating with a ruled surface of 65Å~75 mm, a ruling of 1200 grooves
e
pe]? rnm and a blaze
at 5000A, and a camera lens with an aperture of

50 mm and a focal distanee of 100 mm. Mhe lenses are both achromatic
e 2000 to 8000A. Each of the lenses is a
over the wavelength range
combination of three pieces macte of fused quartz and LiF. In order
that observations of transient phenomena may be aimed at, the F-number
of the spectrograph should be as low as possible, while the dispersion
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should not be reduced too much. rohe present spectrograph is
.
designed for the F-number of 4, the inverse
dispersion of 40A/mm,
and the resolving power oÅí 6xlo4 in the first order spectrum.
An image of a transitory plasma is formed by a coupie of

concave mirrors on the inlet slit of the spectrograph. A lot of
anastigrnatic and monochromatic images of the inlet slit are lined

up on the focal plane of the camera lens. It is possible to move
horizontall,y along the focal plane the two exit slits, whose

positions and widths are adjustable separately. One of the exit
slits allows a monochromatic radiation from a kind of emitting
species to pass through, while the other admits another monochro-

matic radiation emitted by a different kind of species. For
Å}nstance, when a condensed discharge takes piace through argon,

the neutral and singly ionized argon can be chosen as two different

species. If necessary, a limited wavelength range of continuum
and a spectral 1Å}ne emitted by an impurity ion can be selected as
a pair b,y the two exit siits.

After passing through one of the exit slits, a monochromatic
radiation is brought into focus on one of the films (55 mm in
width) mounted in the inside of the spectroscopic two-channelstreak-camera b,y means of the refiector cabinet and a pair of

--
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lenses, as illustrated in Fig.2. [Dhe cabinet has six plane
mirrors in it, where small screws interlock the exit slits and the
mirro]?s. A set of three mirrors within the cabinet and a couple
of lenses in front of the rotating mirror convert a vertical line
of monochromatic image at the exit slit into a horizontal one,
which is perpendicular to the direction of sweep on the film.

Focussing on the film is achieved by adjusting the separation of
the doublet along the optical axis.
The streak camera is nearly the same as the conventional one,
except for the double-hexagonal rotating mirror, which is eut out
of one biock of stainless steel. The twelve surfaces oÅí ]?eflec-

tion are polished optically flat and coated with aiuminum. The
double-hexagonal mirror can rotate without damage at the highest
speed of 2Å~lo4 revoiutions per minute. The maximum speed
eorresponds to the sweep veiocity of O.7 mm/Alsec on the film.
The rotating mirror is driven by an a.c. rnotor, the r.p.s. of

which is nearXy proportional to the input voltage.

5 Simultaneous Tracin s of Motions of Atomic and Ionic S ecies
The]re have already been several experimental studies on the

phenomena of condensed discharges by means of a conventional streak
camerai), a framing camera2), and others5). Those experiments,
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however, have not yet given any direct information about indÅ}vidual

behaviour of different species taking pant in condensed discharges.
The subject of this section is to see tharough the present camera
whether any two difÅíerent kinds of emitting species behave in the

same manner or not.
'

s.}.2-l5!iLI!spSLA!!L]l-2,n-ILA-Ee!:-}22agk)N1dAUi1 r h

The discharge chambe]? used is a soft glass cylinder of 10 cm
in inner diameter and 50 cm in length with ends closed by stainless

steel plates. One of the plates is connected to a condenser bank
of 100 AAF through a vacuum switch, and the other is grounded
th]?ough six thin copper belts which su]?]?ound the glass cylinder

concentrically and serve as return circuits. The chamber is
evacuated b.y an oil diffusion pump down to about 1xlo-5 torr and
then argon gas is admitted at the pressure of one torr. Discha]?ge
is forced at the applied voltage of 10 kV.

The cross-section of the discharge tube at the central portion
in the length is focussed on the siit of the F:4 spectrograph which

is a part of the present streak camera. An example of timeintegrated spectrum obtained is shown in Fig.5. The emission
spectrum consists of strong Arll lines, weak Arl lines, intensive

impurity lines and a continuum. Relative intensities of these
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lines depend upon initial pressures and voltages.
To begin with, let the two spectral lines; Nal 5895A and Arlr
o
4880A,
be admitted into the two-channel-streak-camera, a t,ypieal

photo as shown in Fig.4 is obtained under the condition of one
torr and lo kv. Generally speakingl)'4), the process of contraction and expansion is repeated several times during one discharge

period in both of the streak patterns. When the discharge takes
place, a luminous sheet caused by a high eurrent starts from the
wall and is contracted towards the axis of the tube to form the

fi]?st pinch. This initial pinch is followed by the second pinch

through an expansion period. Such repeated processes give rise

to the third pinch and so on. Each period of the repetition
becomes longer, but no diÅíference is observed between the two

species selected.

However, different emitters really show different behaviour

when the patterns are examined in some detail. As seen in Fig.4,
the NaZ emission has a longer life than the Arll emission. After
the initial pinch, the Arll streak pattern shows a strong emission

when a contraction occurs, i.e. at the pinch time. On the other
hand, a strong emission is observed in the Nal pattern when an

expansion sheet is reflected at the wall as weU as at the pinch

--
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time. At the same time, a pinch phenomenon is considerablly
suppressed in the Nal pattern in progression; for instance, the
third pinch is not clearl,y observed in comparison with the Arll

pattern, and finally the NaZ emission covers the whole discharge
region after the argon ion emission disappears.

These facts suggest that the coUision of an expansion sheet
with the wall causes evaporation and excitation of sodium atoms

which are contained in the soft glass wall. Since neutral atoms
have no motive force to contract by themselves, the pineh becomes
indistinct in successive periods even though Nal emission is

observed. Xn addition, the Nal pattern shows some heterogeneous
character in emission. That is to say, many narrow stripes of
emission are observed after the initial pinch. It might be a
reflection of inhomogeneous conditions of the wall surface.
The A]?II pattern does not show such stripes of emission, but
does a conical zone of bright emission just after the second,

third and fourth pinches. If it is assumed that contractions
with various speeds a]?e formed through a reflection of the preeeding
expansion sheet at the wall, a part of argon ions with fast speed
reaches the pinch and during its next expansion period it meets

another part with slow speeds. As a result, the conical zone of

--
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bright emission may be Åíormed after the pinch. rn fact, the
formation of contraction sheets with various speeds is observed

after the first reflection of expansion sheet at the wall. Such
a behaviour is not clearl.y observed at the third or fourth pinch

perhaps because of weak emissions. In the NaZ pattern the conical
zone of emission is also observed, but not clearly partly because
of an interference of many stripes of emission.

b SiXI and Arll in linear inch
. lines; Sill t-128A and
In the next place, let the two spectral
o
Arll 4880A;
be introduced into the two-channel-streak-camera, a

typicai photo as shown in Mg.5 is obtained under the same condi-

tion as above. An increase in the sweep velocity leads to an
increase of time resolution at the expense of the photographic

density as seen in Fig.5. This is one of the reasons why the
Arll pattern in this figure difÅíers apparently from that in Fig.4

in spite of the same condition oÅí discharge. Another reason may
be due to poor reproducibility of the condensed discharge.
At any rate, the Sill pattern is quite different from the

A]?Il pattern. The former exhibits a welZ defined luminous region

during the expansion period following the initial pinch. The
Sill pattern shows another contraction sheet starting at the
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initial pinch. When this contraction sheet meets the expansion
sheet following the first pinch, such a bright emission comes out

with a short duration. }JIany narrow stripes of emission are observed

in the Sill pattern, too. These stripes might be related to the
surface condition, being simUar to those observed in the Nal
pattern.

It is noted here that an emission over the whole discharge
region is observed at the initial pinch in all the patterns observed.
In the present setup of the optical system, these streak patterns
do not represent the true distribution of light intensity over the

discharge space directly, because the light falling onto a certain
part of the slit is a sum of emission along the corresponding

optical path. Xf assumed that the plasma is cylindrically
symmetric, the radial distribution of light intensity can be
obtained by means oÅí the so-called Abel transformation from the

intensity distribution on the film. An example of the results
obtained in such a way is shown in Mg.6 for the case of the Sill

pattern at the initial pinch. Fig.6 tells us that a strong
emission is caused by the initial pinch nea]? the axis of the tube

and that another emission, although being weak, appears close by

the wall surface. Moreover, the weak emission near the wall is
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observed in every one of the patterns obtained, irrespective of
emitting species available. Jvtdging from these faets, this
emission may not be a line spectrum coming Åírom a particuiai?

species but a continuum or fluoresence from the gZass surÅíace.
ultraviolet radiation5), or shock wave with very high speed
accompanied by the initial pinch may gÅ}ve rise to sueh an ernission

at the wall.

e Arl and ArlZ in tubuiar inch
, a tubular pinch device is a discharge
As is well 2),6)
known

tube where a plasma is pinched into a cyiindrical sheet between
two coaxial copper cylinders, each of which carries a part of the

return current. Since the device used here has previously been
reported in detail7), only a few dÅ}mensions are cited as fouows.
Whe discha]?ge space is limited by two insulating tubes, where the

outer glass tube is 18 cm in diameter and 40 cm in length, and the

inner quartz tube is 9 cm in diameter and 40 cm in length. Both
ends of them are enclosed by terminal copper plates. The capacitance of a condenser bank is 50 JAF and the applied voltage up to
20 kV.

The light coming through a quartz window attached to the
copper plate is focussed onto the slit of the spectrograph.
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The direction oÅí sight is paraUel to the axis of the tube, and
so the middle portion of the tube in the length can be observed

immediatel,y. When the initial pressure is raised, Arl lines

become stronger and ArU lines weaker. The pinch phenomena are
7) .pressures
well observed at lower
Some examples of the streak
patterns obtained are displayed in Fig.r7, where the two spectral

eo and Arl 4500A.
lines selected are Arll 4880A
The three pairs of patterns show a pressure dependence of the
mechanism of the so--called tubular pinch. Intensities oÅí the Ar!
and Ar!X lines increase rapidly towards the initial pinch at the

pressure oÅí 1 torr. On the contrary, emissions of both lines
are suppressed towards the initial pinch and Åíinally disappear at

the pressure of 5 torr. At the pressure of 5 torr, the Arl! line
decreases in intensity for a while on the way of the initial pinch
in contrast to the Arl line, which increases monotonousl,y in
intensity.

It may be worth-while to notice here that a satellite pinch

pattern can be seen just behind the main current sheet. It must
be due to a secondary current sheet. However, such a satellite
pattern can not be recognized at the pressure of 1 torr, but it is

greatly enhanced by increasing pressures 5 to 5 torr. Accordingly,

.•-
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Fig.7 suggests that systematic studies with a variety oÅí initial

pressures and voltages may enable one to have much better understanding of the tubular pinch mechanism by the use of atomic and
ionic lines.
sdl,2-Ils-eRsLA:l!l-ILE!-Y}l]23U,s}E:-RUIgA)HdAU tb] h

When a mixture of argon and water vapor is used as a filling
gas in tubular pinch device, intense iines of HB, Hor and Hs are

emitted as well as argon lines, as shown in Fig.8. Whe figure
also shows that HB is well isolated Åír?om a number of strong lines

emitted by Arll. Mhen the pair oÅí the qo
HB 4861A and Arll 4579A

lines can be introdueed into the two-channel-streak-camera. As
shown in ]iig.9, the HB pattern continues fo]? mueh longer duration

than the Arll pattern does. The Arll pattern shows only the
first and second pinches during single discharge
period. ephe H
B
pattern, however, shows several pinches, although the pinch becomes
obscure one after another. giinall.y, it becomes diffuse completely

for a long duration. Such a behaviour is simUar to the Nal
pattern Å}n the linear pinch diseharge as mentioned above.

e Stark effect broadenin in tubular inch
As is clearly seen in Mg.8, the HB, Htr, and Hs line spectra

exhibit a large amount of line--broadening. Xt is another
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important problem for diagnostics of high temperatu]?e plasmas to

traee the line contour. The electron density in a hot plasma is
obtained from the S'tark broadening of spectral emission lines.
TlLe]?efore, man,y authors have already measured the line broadening
8)

in the case of hydrogen and helium discharges . The present

streak cameMa with some modifications is also applicable to shortlived plasmas for time resolved studies of the line broadening.

A monochromatic image at the exit slit of the spectrograph
is converted from a vertical line to a horizontal one on the film

in the present deviee as mentioned in section (2). However, the
horizontal Xine of image on the film ean be oriented in the
direction of sweep by the use of four mirrors instead of the three.
A pair of the four mirrors controls a horizontal displacement oÅí

the image at the slit and the other pair does a vertical displacement, in order that the final image may be set at the central

position on the film. If the light emission emerging Åírom the
discharge tube converges to a spot on the inlet slit, the final
image on the Åíilm is also a spot, since such an optical arrange-

ment is stili anastigmatic. Then a line broadening can be recorded
continuously during one discharge period.
In order to see the time variation of such line broadenings,
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one can set the two channels forOe
HB 4861A and Hs 4102A, under the
condition of the initial pressure at 1 torr of H2 and the applied

voltage at 15 kV. An example obtained is shown in Fig.10. Mhe
o
line b]?oadening of HB is roughly
several tens A. ]Pig.11 shows a
microphotometric trace at 24 ,Fzsee aÅíter the emission started.

The instrumental width is estimated at about 5A for the present
device.

f AIZ and A]?XX in wire ex losion

An aluminum wire of one mm in diameter and 95 mm in length
is stretched along the central axis of a large glass cylinder of

29 cm in diameter and 19 cm in length. Botsh ends of the stretched

wire are sc]rewed on copper stems fixed at copper plates. One of
the copper plates is conneeted to a condenser bank of 100 JPLF

through a vacuum switch, and the other has a squa]?e hole of 80 mm

long and 40 mm wide to which a glass window is attaehed for
observation.

The direction of view is along the wire axis and the middle

part of the wire is focussed on the center of the inlet sMt.
The cylinder is evaeuated in advance by an oil rotary pump and an

argon gas is introduced at the pressure of 10 torr. When the
condenser is charged up to 40 kV and the switch is triggered, an
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explosion of the aluminum wire takes place. The time-integrated
emission speetrum consists of many lines due to AII, Arll, and

impurities such as Cul and Crl. Mhen the two channels oÅí the
.
streak camera are set for the strong emission
lines of AII 5961A
and Arll o4880A.

The patterns obtained are shown in Ng.42. Whe streak
patterns oÅí the two different species are guite diÅíÅíerent frorn

each other as seen in the Åíigure, but these patterns seem to be

composed of two stages. An early stage lasts about 6.6 pLsec
aÅíter an emission started and is followed by the stage oÅí violent

explosion. In the eariy stage, a weak emission is observed
oni,y at the position which corresponds to the wire axis on both

channels. In the ArZI pattern such an emission is too weak to
be developed in a positive, but the negative plate really shows

a weak emission. Bennett et az.9) and chaceiO) have suggested
that ohmic heating. of a wire gives rise to phase transitions from

solid through liquid to gas pntor to explosion. The weak
emission observed on both channels may be due to a eontinuous

spectrum caused by heating up of the wire. Xn addition, the AIX
pattern shows an overlapping oÅí a slowly spreading motion, which
may be due to spreading oÅí Ai vapor at this stage as pointed out

-17-

11)

b,y Conn .
When a violent explosion oceurs, ver,y Åíast expansions appear

with strong emission. Although the expansion speed of AII
emission is nearl.y the same as that of Arll, othei7 characte]?istics

become different. In the case of Al, the fast expansion catches
up with and passes through the slowly spreading Al vapor at about
7.6 )xsec after the start of emission, and goes Åíinally away from

the range of observation, since the slit height does not cover the
whole diameter of the glass cylinder at the present arrangement.

On the other hand, the Arll pattern shows that a compression
process starts on the wa.y of the Åíast expansion at about 7.9 )Lsec

afte]? the start of the early stage. The compression is then
followed by the second expansion.
M)Conn , a cylind]?icai shock wave produced by a
Aceording to

violent expansion collides with the front of a slow expansion

wave of a metallic vapor. As a result, the shock wave is partly
reflected and partly propagates th]?ough the metaliic vapor. The
Al! pattern indicates the passing over of the fast expansion
through the slowl,y spreading front of Al vapor. Mhis fact
'
possibly corresponds to the propagation of shock wave just cited

above. However, an evidence about the reflection is difficult
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to be found on the AII pattern. It should aiso be noted here
that the compression process of ArU $pecies starts nearly at the
same time when the fast expansion eollides with the slowly

spreading front as seen in the All pattern. This fact may
suggest that the compression process on the ArU pattern is
related to the reflected shock wave.

Another difference between the behaviour of the two species
lies in the pei?iod of emission. The AII emission has a much
longer life than the Ax?II emission, and shows an irregular

repetition of expansion and compression processes with a long
period of several tens Jksec.

4 Conclusion
A spectroscopic two-channel--streak-camera, which has been

newly designed and constructed for the purpose of studying the
breakdown in condensed discharges of various types, enables one
to trace quick motions of different kincts oÅí emitting speeies,

simultaneously. In addition, this camera with some modification
is applicable to condensed diseharge plasmas for time resolved
studies oÅí the line broadening.

After its applications to the hot plasmas of a linear pinch,
a tubular pinch, and a wire explosion caused by eondensed
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discharges, it has been proved that the camera constructed is of

good use for high temperature plasma diagnostics. Especially,
it enables one to see how diÅíferent kinds of species existent in
a hot plasma behave in diÅíferent manners of their own.
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Fig .1

Spectroscopic two-channel-streak-camera.

Fig.2

Schematic diagram oÅí the spectroscopic two-channel-streakcamera.

Fig.5

Nme-integrated spectrum of linear pinch discharge in
argon 1 torr, 10 kV.

Mg.4

Simultaneous tracings of motions of Na atom and Ar ion in
linear pinch discharge in argon 1 torr, 10 kV.

oe

CH 1 : NaZ 5895A, CH 2 : ArXI 4880A.
Fig•5

Simultaneous tracings of motions oÅí Si ion and Ar ion in

linear pinch discharge in argon 1 torr, 10 kV.

ee

cH 1 : simx 4128A, CH 2: Aru 4880A.
Fig.6

Relative radiai distribution of iight intensity versus
radius in the case of Sill at pinch time.

Fig•7

Simultaneous tracings oÅí motions of Ar atom and Ar ion in

tubular pinch discharge at various pressures of argon.
(a) a torT, (b) 5 torr, (c) 5 torr.

ee

CH 1 : ArX LF500A, CH2 : A]?II 4880A.

Fig.8

Time-integrated spectra in tubuiar pinch discharge.
(a) H20 O.5 torr, 15 kV, (b) H20 O.5 torr + Ar 2.5 torr, 15kv.
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Fig.9

Simultaneous tracings of motions oÅí H atom and Ar ion in
tubular pinch discharge in H2 O.5 torr + Ar O.5 tor]?, 15 kV.

oo

CH 1 : HB 4-861A, CH 2 : AnTI 4-579A.
Fig .AO

Simultaneous tracings of line broadening ln tubular pinch
discharge in H2 1 torr, 15 kV.

ee

CH 1 : HB 4861A, CH 2 : Hs 4102A.
Fig.11

"Cicrophotometric trace of HB line contour at 24 )Asec.

Fig.12

Simultaneous tracings of motions of Al atom and Ar ion in
aluminum wire explosion at AO kV into argon at AO torr.

-o

CH 1 : AII 596nA, CH 2 : Arlz 4880A.
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[PART II
TIME RIESOZ,VED STUDIES ON LASEIR ACTIONS

1. Time Resolved Behaviour of Sin 1 and Doubl Ionized
!tXggl}--I!g-IlroIoIJaserMnes

1 Introduction
The excitation mechanism for the argon ion laser is a problem

that has been studied b,y many authors for years. For explanation
of the cw or quasi-cw lasering of Ar+
, two--step excitation processes
via the ionic ground statei), the ionic metastabie state2), or the
neutral metastable state5) have so far been proposed. In addition,
cascade transitions from highl,y excited levels to the upper laser

levels have been suggested to play an important role in the laser
action4). on the other hand, concerning the pulsed operation, a
direct excitation process from the neutrai ground state to an upper
laser state of singly ionized argon has been proposed by Bennett5).
:t is the so-called "sudden perturbation theory"6).

In the present experiment carried out with an extremeiy high
current pulsed discharge tube (,v2kA), two different laser pulse

modes have been confirmed. The primary lase]? pulse composed of

the line 4765 of ArZI, the lines 55M and 5658 of ArlU occurs at
the early stage of the discharge. On the other hand, the secondary
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laser pulse, which consists only of the line 4880 of ArU, takes

place in the afterglow of the discharge. In what foZlows, the
time resolved behaviour of these laser lines wiil be studied in

detail under various discharge conditions. After that, an excitation mechanism will be newly proposed for explanation of all the
experimental results obtained.

2 Ex erimental rocedures

'
A Pyrex discharge tube used is 140 cm in length, 5 mm in

diameter, and both of its ends are sealed with fused quartz Brewster

angle windows. The laser cavity consists oÅí an aluminum-coated
plane miTror and an aluminum-coated spherical mirror whose radius
of curvatu]re is t"OO cm. The mirrors are separated by a distanee

of 160 cm. Laser action is obtained with pulsed discharges between
cold nickel electrodes located in side arms at both ends of the tube,

into which 99.99 percent pure argon gas is admitted after evacuation
by an oil diffusion pump down to about lo-5 torr.
The laser beam, through the plane mirro]?, is led into an

entrance slit of a monochromator. Variation in intensity of each
one of the four laser lines is obtained with a photomultiplier of

RCA 4P28, which is connected directly to a dual beam cathode ray
oscilloscope.
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The total laser output is also quite variant. The iaser beam
is partly reflected sideward b,y a half-silvered mirror set on the
path of the beam. Change in intensity of the reflected beam is
traced by a phototube and the oscilloscope. In addition, change
in intensity of the spontaneous emission radiated outside the tube
is traced by use of another phototube and the oscilloscope.
Condensed discharges through argon are powered by a 2 )XF

capacitor bank charged up to 15 kV. Variation of the discharge
current is observed by its voltage drop across a low inductance

resistor. Quick change of the voltage between the elect]?odes

is measured by use of a divider. The block diagram of the
expe]?imental set-up is shown in Fig.1.

5 Ex erimental results
The time-integrated laser spectra are presented in Fig.2, as

a function of the starting pressure and the appiied voltage. At
the pressure of n8 mtorr and the applied voltage of 8 kV, all the
four laser lines exhibit themselves at 5511, 5658, 4765, and 4880 a,

as shown in Fig.2(a). When the applied voltage is raised under
the same pressure as above, oniy the laser line 4880 faUs to oecur,
as shown in Fig.2(c). On the contrary, when the voltsage is kept
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constant at 12 kV and the pressure is raised Åírom 15 to 25 mtorr,
the lase]? action oÅí the line LF880 is g]radually enhanced, as shown

in Ng.2(b) to (e). Visual intensities of the foui? lines are
intuitively plotted against pressures in Fig.5.

The transitions for the laser lines observed and the term
symbo]s for the levels conce]?ned are shown in Fig.4 on the basis
oÅí the tabulated energy ievels presented by Moo]?e.7) Although

the identification of the transition Åíor the 1ine 5658 of ArUI
has been suggested by McFarlane as shown in the same Åíigure, the
energy levels for them are not ,yet known numerically, and accordingly
they are indicated b,y the dotted lines.8)

In ffig.5, the time resolved behaviour of the four laser lines
are shown. Mhe upper trace in each one of the Åíigures shows the
laser pulse and the iower trace the spontaneous emission through
the side wall oÅí the laser tube. The sweep rate is 5 IAsec per
division. The waveforms of the discha]?ge curx?ent I, the discharge
voltage V, and the total laser output JPL are compared with each

other in Mg.6.
The time interval, AM, between the Åíirst laser pulse and the
seeond becomes longer as increasing the discharge voltage and

decreasing the pressui?e, as shown in Mg.7. Both the voltage
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effect and the pressure effect may be closely related to the
electron temperature in the argon plasma.

After a few tens shots of pulse discharges through the filled
gas, instead of admitting fresh gas for each shot, the colour of

the laser beam turns gradually green to blue. From the viewpoint
of the spectra, the Xine 4880 is most dominant in the laser beam
at the initial stage, while the iine 4765 becomes more dominant

than the rest at the final stage. Such a change may be due to
impurities outgased by cDndensed discharges repeated many times.

Superposition of a high frequency field upon the condensed
discharge brings about a significant effect especially to the line
4880. The high Åírequency Åíield (.vlO MHz) is appXied to the laser

tube with external electrodes as shown in Mg.1. When excited
only b,y the condensed discharge, the lines 4765 and 4880 exhibit
strong enhancements in the respective moments, as shown in Fig.8(a)

and Fig.8(b). When the high frequency field is superimposed upon
the condensed discharge, sudden changes take place in intensities
of both the lines 4765 and LV880, as shown in Fig.8(e) and Fig.8(d),

respectively. The maximum intensity oÅí the line 4765 increases
more or less, while the line Ll880 does fail to appear throughout

the discharge.
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4 Newl

ro osed excitation rocess for the line 4880

The first iaser pul$e takes place at the early stage of the
condensed discharge, and it is eomposed of the lines 4765 of ArlX,

and 55M, 5658 oÅí Arlll. It shows a rapid rise in intensity and
disappears while the condensed discharge lasts. On the other hand,
the second laser puise composed only of the line 4880 of Ar!!
appea]?s onl,y in the afteTglow of the condensed discharge. The
latter shows a little slow rise. At a glance oÅí these charaeteristics, there seems to be two different excitation proeesses, each
of which contributes to the primary and the secondary pulse mode,
respectiveiy.
Whe lase]? action of the line 4765 is not so sensitive to the
impurit: etfect as the line L-880 is. Moreover, the line t"765 is

enhanced a little even when the high frequency field is superposed
upon the condensed diseharge. In addition, the iaser action oÅí
the line 4765 is prominent under the eondition of higher voltages

and lower pressures. Such evidences stand by the direct excitation
proeess Åíor the line 4765, that is the so--called "sudden perturbation

theory" proposed b,y Bennett, as shown in ]?ig.9(a). According to
this process, the main yieid of the excited Ar+ ion will occur in
the t-p 2P;/2 state, and the most part of the gain will be expected
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on the line 4765, vghich is in good agreement with the present resvtlts.

In the spontaneous emission spectrum, the doubiy ionized argon
lines 5511 and 5658 are both much more intense than the line 4765
[see Fig.2(f)) . In addition to this, there are several other
experimental evidences which lead to an expectation that a good deal
of doubly ionized argon ions exist in the plasma, at least, at the

early stage of the condensed discharge. In Fig.5, it is shown that
the time resolved behaviours of the lines 55M and 5658 are nearly

the same as that of the line 4765. More strictly, however, the
appearance time of the peak intensity oÅí the former seems to be a
little iate compared with that of the latter.9) As for the

excitation proeesses for these lines, nearly the same direct
excitation process as above may be appliedlO), where the singly
iortized argon is supposed to be re-ionized and excited simultaneously

by fast moving electron impact. As it wili take time to produce a
suffieient number densit,y of Ar++, such a delay time may exist.
On the other hand, the strikingly delayed appearance of the
line 4880 together with the high frequency field effect and the
impurity, effect may strongly suggest that a certain metastable state

is related to the excitation process for the line 4880. Actually,
there are several ionic metastable states, 2F7/2, 4F7/2, Z-Fg/2 and
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LVD7/2, the energy levels of them being at 54.25, 55.45, 55..5.8.,

and s2.16 ev above the ground state of the argon atom.11) These
metastable states are denoted en bloc by Ar+M in Fig.9.
The upper level for the line L-880, 2DOs/2, is at 55.44 eV above

the ground state of the argon atom, and it is just above Ar+M only
by a Åíew eV, as seen in Figs.4 and 9. orhe electron temperatui?e in
the aÅíterglow can be estimated at tv1 eV with conductivity.

According to 12)
Spitzer,
the conductivity in plasma, (r', is expressed
as fonows, av -1 = 6.ssxlo5( lnA/ Te5/2 ), where Te is the electron
temperature, A the ratio oÅí the Debye shielding distance to the

value of impact parameter, and lnA= nO for the argon plasma under
discussion.15) Therefore, it is most probable Åíor the metastable
ions to be pumped up to the laser level, 2D&/2, by collisions of
electrons with low energies of a few eV.
By the way, the upper level for2e
line
at 4765,
Pthe
5/2,is

55.65 eV above the ground state of the argon atom. The energy
difference between the levels 2Pg/2 and 2DOs/2 is so small as O.19 ev
that it is impessible to explain the reason why the Zevel 2DO
preferable to the level 2PO

s/2 for the collisional pumping, only by
taking energies into consideration. However, this question can be

settlect down, if the selection rules are applied. The general
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s/2 is

selection rules, AS=O,AL=O, Å}1,AJ=O, Å}1, permit only the
s/2.ILV)
transition from Ar+M to the level 2DO
Gene]?aUy, the cross-section for excitation of an optically
allowed transition shows a maximum at an energy as high as 5 to

4 times the threshold. On the contrary, the excitation function
for an optically forbidden transition does a maximum very close
to the threshold and decreases rapidly at high energies.

Moreover, the magnitude of the cross-section for the former
transition is several tens times greater than that for the latter.i5)
In addition, the cross--section for the electron-ion recombination
is negligibly small, because of the electron temperature, which
16)
is relatively high in the afterglow of
the discharge.
As a ]?esult, the transition from AT+M (especially fi?om the level
2F7/2 ) to the level 2DO s/2 is most important among othe]? transitions.

--
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(5 Conclusion
As far as the line 4880 is concerned, it is convenient to
assume another process for its lasering in the afte]?glow of the

diseharge. At first, doubly ionized argon ions are produced
abundantl,y at the early stage of the condensed dischaÅége. Soon
after that, they will in part come down to the metastable states
denoted en bloc by Ar+M through recombination and cascade transi-

tions, as shown in Fig.9(b). The electron temperature in the
aÅíterglow, which can be estimated at about 1 eV, may be effective
for pumping of argon ions from Ar+M to the 2De
s/2 level.
Qualitatively, when the diseharge voZtage is raised, or the

pressure lowered, the electron temperature may be expected to
increase. As a result, the newl,y proposed process leading to the
2De

s/2 level will be suppressed till the elect]?on temperatu]re

decreases, and incidentally, the time interval AT will change,
as shown in Fig.7.

When the high frequency field is superimposed, the electron
temperature is so high that the line 4880 beeomes missing, as shown

in Mg.8. A$ for the impurity effect, it has alread.y been shown
by Sokabe that the metastable state in the argon afterglow is
17) by impurities.
quite sensitive to the collisional quenching
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6 Remarks
Some comments should be added here with respect to the

dielect]?ic-eoated mirror effect. When the dielectric-coated
mirrors were used in place of the aluminum-coated ones, six laser
lines, 4579, 4765, 4880, 4965, 5017 and 5445 of ArlX could be

obtained. Each of the dielectric-eoated mirrors used has
e percent at 4880A, respectively,
reÅílectivity of 100 percent and 92

eo at 5400A and 4500A.
and 5 percent decrease of reMectivity
In addition, the laser action oÅí the line 4880 took plaee in two

different moments, one at the early stage and the other in the

afterglow of the discharge. The peak intensity of the primary
tv seeondary
20)
pulse was weaker than that of48the
one.

On the other hand, the laser actions of the other five lines
occured only at the eariy stage oÅí the discharge. The time
resolved behaviour of the lines 4880 and 4765 are shown in Fig.10.
The upper ti?ace in eaeh one of the figu]?es shows the total lasex?

output. When the high frequency field was superimposed upon the
condensed discharge, the primary pulse oÅí the line 4880 was not

missing, while the seeondary pulse failed to appear, as shown in
Fig.11.

Needless to say, such a behaviour of the line 4880 quite

•-
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different from that descntbed in the preceding sections must have
been attributed to the decrease in the optical Zosses at the
mi]7rors. The excitation mechanism for the p]?imary pulse of the
line LV880 has been discussed by Smith and Dunn from the stand-point
of the direct excitation21)
process.
The secondary pulse of the

line 4880 must be due to the indirect excitation process proposed
in the present paper.
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Fig .1

A schematic view of the experimentai arrangement.
P.M.,photomultiplier; M.,monochromator; H.M.,halÅí--silvered

mirror; P.M.,phototube; C.R.O.,cathode ray oseilloscope;
H.F.,high frequency field supply; H.V.,dc high voltage
power supply; W,trigger; C,eapacitor bank; R,low inductanee
resistor.
Fig.2

Argon ion iaser spectra (a)A.(e) and spontaneous entssion
spectrum (Åí).

a) 8kV, 18mtorr. b) 12kV, 15mtorr. c) 12kV, 18mtorr. d) 12kv,
20mtorr. e) 12kV, 25mtorr. Åí) typieal spontaneous emission

spectrum, 10kV, 25mtorr.
Mg •S

Plots oÅí visual intensity versus pressure Åíor the Åíour laser

lines observed at A2kV.

Ng.4

The energy level diagram for the observed argon ion iaser

transitions. Mhe energy levels indieated by the dotted
lines are not yet known numericall,y.

Fig•5

Time resolved behaviour of the laser lines (upper traee)
and the spontaneous emission (lower trace) at 6kV, 18mtorr.
Sweep:5Bsec/div.
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Mg .6

The waveforms oÅí the discharge current I, the discharge

voltage V, and the total laser output PL.
Sweep : 5Msec/div.
Fige7

Time interval t2sT versus applied voltage, under pressures

of 22 and 51 mtorr.
Fig.8

Mgh Åírequency Åíield efÅíects to the laser lines 4765 and
o
4880A,
where lower traces show the discharge current.

a), b);laser actions exeited only by the condensed discharge.
c), d);laser aetions excited by the high frequency field
superimposed upon the condensed discharge.
Sweep:5ysec/div.
Fig.9

Excitation processes.
o
a) The direct excitation process
for 4765A proposed by Bennett
e process for L"880A.
b) The newly proposed excitation

Fig e1 O

Time resolved behaviour of the laser lines 4880 and 4765
in compari$on with the total laser output PL, when the
dielectric--coated mirrors are used.

Sweep:1OAsec/div.
Fig .11

High freguency field effects to the laser lines 4765 and
e
4880A,
when the dielectric-coated mirrors are used.
Lower traces show the discharge cu]?rent. Sweep:5]Asec/div.
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2. 0n the Correlation between Laser Action and Mnear Pinch

1 Introduetion
Recently, argon ion laser actions have been realized in such a
plasma as produced by a linear pinch discharge and time correlations
between laser actions and linear pinch have been reported by several
1 tv 5)

workers.

Mhe present experiments are also carried outt in a linear pinch

discharge through argon. However, the period of the discharge
current is about 50 IAsec, and much longer than that reported by

others. Laser actions take place only at the beginning of the
discharge. Xn addition, little eorrelation between iaser actions
and pinch can be recognized in this study.

2 Ex erimental rocedures
[Dwo discharge tubes made of Pyrex glass and fitted with Brewste]?

quartz windows are used in the present experiments. One is 20 mm
in diameter, and 100 cm in length. The other is 40 mm in diameter,
and 100 cm in length. In addition, two pairs of laser mirrors are
used. For visible laser lines, a pair ot dielectric-coated sphericai

mirrors are used. [Dheir radii of curvature are both 150 cm. For
ultraviolet laser lines, an aluminum-coated plane mirror and an
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aluminum-coated spherical mirror whose radius of curvature is 400 cm
are used.

Condensed discharges through argon take piace between a pair of
cold aluminum ring electrodes separated by a distance of 100 cm.
One of the electrodes is eonnected to a condenser bank through an
air gap switch, and the other is groundect through six copper beks
which surround the tube concentricaU,y and serve as return circuits,

as shown in Ng.1. The tube is evacuated by an oil diffusion pump
down to about 1Å~lo-5 torr and then argon gas is admitted.
Condensed discharges through argon are powered by 2, 4, and 50 ]IF
capacitor banks charged up to 18 kV. IA[ben a 50 )XF capacitor is

used, no laser action is obtained. Zntense laser actions occur
with a 2 jAF capaeitor bank charged up to 15 kV.

Quiek change of the voltage between the electrodes is recorded

in the conventional way through a 200:1 voltage divider. Variation
of the discharge current is observed by use of a Rogowski coil.
The pinÅëh of the plasma is observed by use of a camera with a

neutral density filter. The light beam coming through the low
reflectivity mirror is led onto the ground glass plate set on the
path of the beam and the pattern projected there is reeorded with

another camera at the same time. In addition, the light beam is
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in part led into an entrance slit of a monochromator. Variations
in intensity of the laser lines are observed with a photomultiplier

of RCA IP28, which is conneeted directly to a dual beam cathode ray

oscilloscope. Change in intensity of the $pontaneous emission
radiated outside the tube is traced by use of another phototube and
the oseilloscope.

5 Ex erimental results '
The time integrated laser spectTa obtained with the 40 mm" tube

are presented in Fig.2(a) to (c), as a function of the applied

voltage. At the applied voltage of 15 kV and the pressure oÅí 13
mtorr, all the six laser lines exhibit themselves at 4579, 4765,
o and 5145 A as shown in Fig.2(b). When the 20 mm"
LF880, Lt965, 5017,
tube with aluminum-coated mirror?s is operated under the same
discharge conditions as above, onl,y two laser lines LV765 and 5511

a]?e observed as shown in Fig.2(d). For comparison, a typiÅëal
spontaneous emission spectrum obtained directly from the discharge

tube without the mirrors is shown in Ng.2(e).
The transitions for the laser lines observed and the term
symbols for the levels concenned are shown in Fig.5 on the basis
of the tabulated energy levels presented by Moore.6)
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In Fig.4, the time resolved behaviour of the line$ 4765 and
4880 are shown in relation to the spontaneous emission Ps, the
discharge voltage V, and the discharge current I.

The pinch and the projected pattern, which are simultaneously
obtained with the use oÅí the 40 mm(l) tube, are presented in ]lig.5,

as a function of the inttiai fUling pressure. At the left side
of the figure, one can see whether the pinch effect is realized or

not. EaÅëh of the photos shows a time integral of the flash
emission duri]Lg single discharge. Mhe line of sight into the

discharge chamber is perpendieular to the axis of the tube. Two
dotted lines show the wall of the tube. At higher pressures than
16 mtorr, the projected patterns are nearl,y the same among them as

typically shown at the right side of the figure. On the other
hand, the pattern obtained at the pressure of 15 mtorr is quite

difÅíerent from that obtained above a6 mtorr. Judging from the
faet that the colour oÅí the Zatter pattern is blue--green, laser

actions do take place oniy at the pressure corresponding to (e).
When the 20 mm(l) tube with the aluminum-coated mirrors is used,
laser aetions for the lines 4765 and 5511 take place at the pressure

under which the pinch cannot be cZearly seen. In other words,
whenever the narrow bright pinch is clearly seen along the axis of
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the tube, laser actions do not oceur.

4 Discussions
Laser actions take place only at the beginning of the discharge
in spite of its long period. In the previous chapter, where a 5 mmÅë
tube was used, the laser aetion for the line L-880 took place in two
different mornents, one at the eaniy stage and the other in the

afterglow oÅí the discharge. The failure in appea]?ance of the
secondai?,y pulse in the present experiment may be attributted to the

impurity effect. In Åíact, it is inevitable that impurity species
are present in a piasma produeed by such a violent condensed
discharge.

The]re has been a hypothesis proposed by Bennett that combines
laser output with pinch effect.7) To put it briefiy, the strong
field produced by magnetohydrodynamic instabilities accompanieCL by

the pinch can accelerate electrons to the high energies of importance

in the sudden perturbation process. And the field also accelerates
the ions in the system and can reduce the problem of the resonance
radiation trapping by producing extremely Doppler broadening of the

pertinent resonance transitions to the ion ground state. The
present observation, however, shows that there are no correlations
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between laser actions and pinch phenomena, as long as the periods
of the discharge currents are about 50 "see.

On the other hand, there have previously been several reports
concerning the eorrelation between the appearance time oÅí the laser
puise and the pinch time.i'"5) some of the charaeteristics of the
typical laser devices are eompared with each other in Table 1.
The discharge conditions are not so varied, while the period of the

discharge current, T, in the present device is much ionger than
others. Xt ma,y be due to a larger eondenser bank and an increase
in the self-inductance of the discharge eircuit.8)
By the way, the period of the discharge eurrent may have elose

relation to the pineh time. Two contraction mechanisms have been
confirmed in the plasma produced by linear pinch diseharges
according to the initial filling pressures.9) one of them is the

so-caUed "snowplow model" and this model can be applied at

relatively lower pressures. The other is the so-called "shock wave
model". At such low pressures as the laser actions can take place,
the former model may be applied. AccoTding to this model, the
pinch time, Tp, is calculated numericaily by the following equation,10)
and is also presented in the table,
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Tp=i'47?'R'[';,AiLz:silllliiilizr:cvfi21illi/`- ,

where R is the inner diameter of the tube, P the density of the
argon in the tube, vnA, the magnetic permeability, C the capacitor of

the bank, V the discharge voltage, and W the anguZar frequency oÅí
the discharge current (=2II/M). It would take about 4 Jxsec for the

plasma under the present discharge condition to contraet itself.
The actual plasma, however, does not contract itseif, and accordingly
they are indicated by the mark "X" in Table 1.

The mark "*" in the last column means that the appearance time
of the laser pulse, Tl, and the pinch time observed, To, have been

obtained from different shots of the discharge. The mark "?" means
that it is obscure whether Tl and To have been observed simultaneously
or not.

Although the pinch time can be calculated in this way, it is

another problem whether the pXasma contraets itself or not. Mhat
is, even iÅí the pinch time calculated coincides with the appearance

time of the laser pulse, it cannot be said that correlations between

laser aetions and pinch are established. Violent condensed
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discharges are generally poor in reproducibility to be exact.

Accordingly, it may be mest desirable to observe the laser pulse

and pinch phenomena simultaneously. Xn addition, even if the pineh
time observed happens to agree with the appearance time oÅí the laser

puise in such a rapid contraction of the discharge, it seems to be
a debatable question from the aceurate point of view that there are

correiations between them. Accordingly, it may be desirable to
observe the correiations under the condition that the contraction
of the plasma produced is as slowly as possible.
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Fig .4

A schematic view oÅí the 40 mm" laser tube.

T,trigger; C,capaeitor bank.
Fig.2

Argon ion laser spectra (a) to (d) and spontaneous emission
spectrum (e), at tlte pressure of 15 mtorr.
(a) 12kV, 40mm" tube. (b) 15kV, 40mm" tube. (c) 18kV, LFOmm"
tube. (d) 15kV, 20mmip tube with aluminum-coated mirrors.

(e) typical spontaneous emission spectrum, 10kV, 25mtorr,
20mirr- tube without mirrors.

Fig•5

The energy level diagram Åíor the observed argon ion laser
transitions.

Fig.4

Mime resolved behaviour oÅí the laser lines LV765 (left) and

4880 (right), in comparison with the spontaneous emission Ps,
the waveforms of the discharge voltage V, and the discharge
current X.
(a) 20mm" tube, 2psec/div. (b) 40mmt' tube, 20ptsee/div.
(c) 40mm(l> tube, 10)Asec/div.

Fig.5

Dependence of the pinch and the projected pattern upon the
initial filling pressure at 15kV.
(a) 45mtorr. (b) 25mtorr. (c) 18mtorr. (d) 16mtorr.
(e) 15mtorr.
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Table 1

Characteristics oÅí the iaser actions in the linear

pinch discharge.
V,discharge voltage; R,inner diameter of the tube;
C,capacitor of the bank; T,period of the discharge
current; P,optimum pressure for the laser actions;
L,laser lines; Tl,appearance time of the laser pulse;
Tp,pinch time calcuiated; To,pinch time observed.
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TABLE 1
vkV

Rmm

cPF

Tsasec

Pmtorr

LA

'CTL

Tp

To

psec ysec NSec
25

25

O•4

1.6

12

45

40

O.4

2

1

25

20

O.4

3

14

17

52

2

2.4

30

20

1

7

10

18

40

2

30

13
14

v,6le;ILEvAetaP).

ILLINGwoRTA)

KODAetat..

4765

O.3 O.25

O.5 O.2

4765 O.2 O.4
3511 Oe4
4765 O.4 O.3
x*
3511 O.7 O.5 O.6
4765 O.2
O.5
3511 O.3
4765 1.3 4•O
?O.4'
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